Disclaimer of responsibility for your decisions:
This forecast is real in a material world that is itself, illusion.

A human would still be an idiot to make decisions for their journey within the Matterium based on their interpretation of my interpretation of strange data patterns.

Universe rewards thinking. Everyone should try it for themselves at least once. Now would be a good time. It does not hurt as much as you might think. Ok, so thinking actually does hurt a bunch, but still…you must do it, the times demand some cogitation. Try to avoid group-think though, it is a poor substitute for personal, individual thinking, and has proven to be fattening, filled with empty calories, of no nutritional value, and causes much stinky gas to vent from the mouth.
**Meta Data:**

**Crashing Peaks**

The shorter term data sets which are ‘effective’ from the beginning of the fourth week out through the end of the fourth month out from the time of their appearance in modelspace are showing a particularly intriguing pattern of accretion as they join modelspace over late June through about mid October. The release language nature of the current period continues at a plateau level until we reach September 12th or so, then there is a very rapid and steep building tension ramp up that had been forecast to be a tipping point into building tension language. Over this last data gathering period, that has changed. The data now flows up into the ‘right hand side of a cup’ profile of rapidly accelerating building tension language from mid September through to a small peak on or about October 9th, then it crashes back to release language at the level of the ‘floor’ that will be reached sometime between July 26th and August 9th. This process is repeated over Fall of 2011 with 2/two additional ‘crashing peaks’; one that builds then crashes on November 11/12, and another rapid build to a crash on December 3. NOTE: These ‘crashing peaks’ are systemic, and represent the sum total of emotional values from modelspace and do not specifically refer to Markets entity.

NOTE: the ‘crashing peaks’ effect in our data is entirely due to the summation of the total emotional tone values from the entities, and as such represents a ‘sum’ of the parts of the process rather than any individual part, no matter how seemingly significant.

Most of 2011 will be spent in ‘release language’. The general trend for release (of emotional tension) language ends with the crashing peak of early December. At that point the general trend turns into building tension language that is indicated to continue through to between the middle and end of March 2012. From March 2012 onward is when our ‘data holes’ really begin to ‘eat’ up modelspace with gusto. In spite of the data holes, from late March of 2012, the language state stays in ‘release of emotional tension’ until modelspace is consumed by the ‘holes’ shortly after April, 2013. Stated another way just to muddy the waters, the last ‘building tension period’ of any size in modelspace begins on or around the 3rd of December 2011, and lasts until March 15, 2012.
**Conjunctions and separations**

Within this work, the modelspace has pretty much always been allowed to define the entities by how the supporting sets accrued to various archetypes separated by such sub values as ‘location’, and ‘language source’. There were instances where clear divisions were obvious, and changing as in our old BushCo entity that reflected the specific sub cabal of the Bush family openly in politics. Other entities such as the SpaceGoatFarts were created as an aid to interpretation by isolating common sub sets from the GlobalPop entity and the Populace entity and the Markets entity et cetera into a convenient bag. This move in 2003 not only cleaned up the other entities, but provided a very significant increase in accuracy in both the region of the [officially denied] and the [truly unknown] descriptor sets. Further, the separation of these areas from the populace entities allows for referential integrity checking on both.

The point of this is that the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA entity are showing signs of merging. In previous occurrences of this tendency toward shared concerns and common definitions amongst the two entities, the impetus was within the sorting process of our work, rather than within the actual language expressions out in the wild. This has changed. Now the driving forces for merging the two entities are coming from the language out and about. Soooo…while we will still have both the GlobalPop and the Populace/USofA entities around for a while, there is a real shift in [shared complaints], and [common (conspiracy focused) point of view] that is pushing the language toward a common consensus, and shared vision that has already appeared within the planetary discourse. One of the distinct barriers to fusing the two entities is a real, and clearly defined, block of [don’t get it/don’t want to get it] language expressing people. Unfortunately for them…..our data would suggest that universe don’t much care if they want to get it or not…still it will come to them.

**Markets**

**Continuing shocks**

The primary supporting set for the [markets] archetype which forms the top most layer of the Markets entity, is [shock]. The accretion patterns have more supporting sets flowing into the [shock] supporting set than any other
single supporting set for [markets]. This is probably not a sign of stability, growth, or recovery…

Prior to the recent computer crash here at HPH, there had been 9/nine pages devoted to the Markets entity alone, with the majority being devoted to the [markets shock]. However, as much of this language was forecast to emerge in June, we will not be repeating what will, by the publication of this report, be already manifest.

The data accretion patterns within the Markets entity for the period from the June Solstice through to the December Solstice (Summer and Fall, Northern Hemisphere) include new contexts with rapid growth in both immediacy and shorter term value sets.

**Slow Flow**

The new contexts within the Markets entity include the [darkening (of the leadership] of the [markets]. This [light of leadership (money flow origination point)] is indicated to [fight for its life] over [Summer and Fall (northern hemisphere)], as its [ego directed/targeted advice] will be [demonstrated (to the minions and everyone else)] to [have failed]. Further, the [failure] of the [easing advice/direction] will be [demonstrated] in a [dramatic fashion] here in the USofA. The aspect/attribute sets accruing in support of the [fighting ‘directors’] include [same old doubts] (now reinforced by active failure), and [old fears (from dollar’s “childhood” aka 1930’s)]. These [old fears] are also indicated to [incite research] into the [dirty history] and [double dealings (and murders)] in the [dollar lineage]. This is only significant in that in late Fall the data sets indicate a temporal marker of some importance will emerge around the [death, double dealings, and lies (of the US Federal Reserve Bankster Corp)].

**Terra Occludes**

Other new contexts within the Markets entity include one that is extensively cross linked over to the Terra entity. This context will be labeled broadly as [terra obstacles/intrusions (to doing business)]. This sub set is complete and correct, and appears rapidly within the formation of the context. This likely means that there will be something of an ‘aha!!’ moment coming over late Summer or early Fall as ‘business’ in general starts to exhibit through the [mainstream media] that it ‘gets’ the idea that [terra intrusions] are here to
[stay] and further that the [newly emerging reality] is of [terra changes (causing) obstacles (to business flows)].

**Banks Herniate**

There are repeated and vigorous areas of growth within the [bankruptcy] sub sets that develop as modelspace is progressed through Summer and into Fall. The data shows that [bankruptcy] will become something a [daily topic] as those [newly bankrupt] are [enumerated] in [conversation]. There are, as may be expected, a number of sub sets in support of the [bankruptcy] which are headed by [money loss], or [currency destruction]. The data sets in support of the [currency destruction] over [summer/fall (northern hemisphere)] include references to [return to (point of origin) or….to have gained nothing in spite of decades of ‘advancement’], as well as [bad omens (in early summer) speak (as) scavengers (waiting on) carrion].

**Dark and Shiny**

The primary supporting set for [gold/silver] becomes [darkness] as modelspace is progressed through into Summer. The primary set begins to shift to [traveling (removing/flight/voyaging)] as Summer (northern hemisphere) progresses into Fall. The data sets in support of the [gold/silver] sub sets are uniformly glum when their cross links are examined as they point to the [darkening] of the [progress of civilization] and the [oppression (of the weak/weakened)]. Further the data sets are clearly pointing toward the increase in [visibility] of the [controllers/oppression] from mid Summer onward. While there are moves already to restrict USofA citizens access to [gold/silver], the data sets with Markets entity are globally focused, but, as such, offer a dim view of the coming year(s).

The [darkening (of precious metals)] does NOT refer to [price] in dollars or any other currency, but rather to the context of [eroding control systems (debt based currency versus precious metals)]. The data suggests now that [bankruptcy (at the highest levels)] will (soon – potential next 1 to 4 months…..) be used as the [reason] for [internal currency/transaction controls] within the [USofA based] [markets], as well as the [fracturing/splitting up] of the [global market place(s)]. Please note that the [global market place(s)] is a context that has been foisted on the planet as a result of the [american empire] and [dollar dominance] since 1945. The data sets are pointing toward a [splintering] of [currency] contexts with many of
the major [failures], [bankruptcies], [dissolutions], and [separations] emerging over the next [6/six months]. The [darkening] of the [precious metals] context over the rest of 2011 does forecast a [restriction] on ‘citizens’, as well as [suppression (by governmental minions)] of [populace activities].

The [precious metals (as currency substitute)] has [bad (times/(some months, perhaps 5 to 8))] as the secondary level of support, and [dangerous (times/some months, 5 or 6)] as the tertiary level of support. Probably could not get much more grim if it tried. However, on the bright and shining side, the [nominal price] of [gold and silver coins/bars] is indicated to [soar], [escalate], [skyrocket], et cetera. This [upward price pressure] is indicated to be especially true in the [gray markets] of the planet. However, the data sets indicate that even the [managed markets] will [respond] to [new status of precious metals].

**Intensely attractive**

As modelspace is progressed just barely into August, the emotional values within the supporting sets for the [gold/precious metals] sub set(s) increase in the duration, impact, depth, carry/spread, and intensity value members of the [precious metals] context. The increase in values is most acute in the ‘intensity’ field, and rises very sharply from early August to a plateau that extends in an upward rising arc through September, and all the way until the [mood (and other contexts) crash] of very early December, 2011. Then the emotional intensity value does level off, but still, it does not retreat to previous levels as far as we are able to progress modelspace which is out through September of 2012.

The other values such as ‘carry/spread’, and ‘duration’ do not ramp up as rapidly as the ‘intensity’ value, but by early November, 2011, these values are also elevated to plateau levels quite a bit higher than their positions in Summer (northern hemisphere) of 2011. In the case of the ‘duration’ value, its numbers grow to almost double from July though October, indicating that the daily life impact of [precious metals] will both grow and persist. Further the implication is that enough language involving precious metals will bombard the global populace over those four months such that a presence in the background of the mind about gold/silver will persist at this higher level for at least the next year. Did that make sense? The point is that a new
context within the ‘planetary background consciousness’ or ‘collective consensus’ is forming, and the language is indicating that this new [view (of life, universe, matterium, and everything)] has a much higher elevated place for [gold/silver] in [daily, world/planetary view].

**Old Deal at the New Same Place**

In addition to the [monetary] sub sets in support of [precious metals], there are supporting sets for [gold/silver/other precious metals of the platinum and rare earth groups including rare earth gases] that continue to grow due to their connection to the [new electrics] sub set. This sub set, housed in SpaceGoatFarts entity, has a number of key temporal markers that *should begin to manifest now that we are passing the June solstice* {ed note: written on the 21st, but please note that ‘solstice’ as a word actually means ‘stand still’ and refers to that time of the year when, for 3 days, there is no apparent movement of the sun either north or south in its daily rising position. Not that the sun actually moves…but there you go…ambiguity of language again. You know….or you don’t. Now where were we? Oh, yes…}.

The [new electrics] context is concerning the previously forecast new [inventions/devices/methods] which will be emerging in the [power generation] field. A number of previously forecast temporal markers in this area of [new electrics] have already manifest over Spring with various announcements and demonstrations, and now, our expectation is for the first of [3/three dramatic (news/msm/press) announcements] in the field of [new electric power generation] to be made in either very late July or early August. It could be sooner, but other, intertwined components would seem to suggest slightly after mid Summer (northern hemisphere). These [dramatic setting press announcements] are forecast to [spill over] into the [monetary discussions (price movements)] around [silver], and to a lesser extent, [gold].

**Churning Guts and Bankster Movements**

Resetting modelspace back to mid July, the Markets entity has several, divergent, and more or less equally urgent linguistic structures develop in which contexts such as [spillover (into politics)], and [currency wars (quickest to the bottom?)], and [jagged edge downward ride] will each branch out with rising values in the duration, and intensity of the contexts. These descriptor sets argue for a very [deep] and very [intense] period of
what can best be described as [planetary political surgery] in which the [cancerous growth (of banksterism?)] will be [excised (surgically)]. Now, before that happens, the data sets point toward this Summer, 2011, as being the period of [excessive response (desperation)] that will bring about the [outcry] from the [planetary social body] to [cut it out].

The aware observer will note that ‘they’, which is to say the Powers That Be/Were are well positioned to take the upcoming [anti-banksterism social backlash], and redirect it toward some form of [anti-capitalism] that will likely (somehow) feed their control system needs. Also note that such periods of vast social movements are times of bespoke peril for all concerned, even, though notably to a lesser extent, TPTB are at risk when emotions rule the mob which in turn rules the day….

But, to return to modelspace, we note that the Markets entity begins to really lose its internal cohesion over very late Summer, which is to say, just prior to the September equinox. As modelspace is moved into September, the Markets entity begins to look a bit ‘ill’, and bits of it begin to lose their intensity value shading. This is not due to the loss of the intensity value in the data itself, but is rather due to the gradually appearing separation between the contexts referenced above.

**That ‘Broken bones’ look**

A part of the [ill look] that the Markets entity is showing comes from the [look (of) illness (pallor/shallow breathing)] that is forecast to be prevalent within those people [working (in the) markets system]. The [looking like they will vomit] language within the Markets entity is internally cross linked back over to the [gold/silver] sub set wherein we note a very key set of detail sub sets that include [great (profits) come (from) small investment]. The idea percolating up from the detail sets and the accrual pattern is that in Fall (northern hemisphere) {ed note: specifically post September equinox}, there will be some references in the [msm (mainstream media propaganda whores)] that will go to the [‘greatest’ shift (in wealth) in history]. Hmmmmmm?! The [wealth] sub set is specifically referencing the concept of [stored work (results of labor of the past)]. This sub set is among the primary definition groups for the [gold/silver] sub set of the [precious metals] context, and as such is truly at the ‘core’ of the linguistics. This is seen to be a [key] component in what the data sets are forecasting. The idea is that a [return to primacy], or [going back (to one’s) roots/beginning], or
[returning (to the) past (of one’s) ancestors] mentality will be [settling over] the [markets] over late Summer and into Fall such that the data sets are forecasting a very large increase in language around the idea of a [return to a gold standard]. The language is forecast to be so [blanketing] that it will be showing up in oblique references to a [gold standard] as the [penultimate] in many other areas not associated with [markets]. The idea is that the language will be [‘speaking’] to a deep manifestation of [emotional change] within the [planetary human populace]. This [emotional change] is forecast to be [planetary], [deeply personal], and [intensely perceived]. This [emotional change] is described as being toward a [fracturing (of emotional loyalty)] to [paper (digital) currency].

The new [gold standard] language is suggested by the data to be a temporal marker for the [‘greatest wealth transfer in history’] language. The [visibility] levels of the [wealth transfer] language begin to rise shortly before the September equinox and then to continue rising into the November ‘crashing peak’ of building emotional tension language.

**Valley of the Derivatives**

Sooo….noting that the emotional tension values during the run up in rapidly building tension language of the ‘crashing peak’ take a jump of nearly 12/twelve times their base number then fall back to the base level all within days; and noting that the ‘crashing peak’ is temporally associated with the language for the [greatest wealth transfer in history]; and further noting that the ‘crashing peak’ in November precedes a period of [planetary political chaos], the specifics for [derivative repudiation], and [paper instrument default], and [derivatives implosion], and [systemic bankruptcy] all find larger world confirmatory support. Stated another way just to muddy the issue, the detail level language describing [derivatives] projectile puking their guts out and this triggering a planetary populace move [away from trust in] anything [paper] or [digital] when it comes to being a [representation of wealth]. The number of [derivatives] references in the Markets entity has more than tripled over the last 3/three months. None of these new, or even the older ones for that matter, supporting aspect/attribute sets has any positive values at all. Hmmmm….probably accounts for some of the rather dismal language about people [renaming] their [streets] to [‘wall street’], and [‘derivatives valley’] as political commentary. While on
this note, there are a large number of supporting sets for the [global] impact of the [derivatives meltdown] on the [social order]. Because of the wide spread nature of this [fiscal cancer], the data sets are indicating that [social (family) fabric] will be [stressed (to breaking)] across the planet. The data sets include details for [rapes], [murder], [suicides], [flight], [capture], [incarceration], and even [execution]… all as major linguistic structures still building their supporting sets. The accretion patterns suggest that a period of [explosive (local) mental disturbance] will be [exhibited] concurrently with the [derivatives meltdown/implosion] that triggers the [planetary currency crisis] of Summer 2011 and beyond. The movement of the accretion of the aspect/attributes sets from early July onward suggest a time of increasing [eruption] of [private (hellish) stresses] into [public behavior] with what will seem to be a veritable [flood] of media reports of [all manner of social misbehavior]. Note that much of this reporting will be of a ‘top down’ nature in that it will be about the [elites] and their various [minion classes].

The [derivatives] sub set has both, very extensive cross links over to the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA entities, as well as, internal supporting sets that include bespoke [bankrupt/bust/defunct] sub sets. At first it was easy to interpret the [bankruptcy] sub sets as pertaining to the overall [banking/bankster cabal/debt based currency] situation. However, as modelspace progressed, the linguistics started to resolve themselves into a slightly less fuzzy image. The idea coming across from the detail layers suggest an [out of no-where bankruptcy] of a [mega corporation]. This in turn is intertwined with [government coagulation/compression] at a [global scale]. Both of these trigger a [planetary wave (of new) unemployment]. Please note that there are specific references to a [public sector (government) bankruptcy] within the [USofA] that will act as a both a proximate trigger to a [default wave (among states)], and as a temporal marker for the [rolling panic] (see GlobalPop below).

GlobalPop
The continuing ‘problems’ for the [governments] of the [EU] are as a result of the [european populace] [waking up] to how they have been [fucked over] by the [global bankster cartel]. The [problems] as seen from the [officialdom] view point, are not with the [fucking over], but rather with the [resultant outrage] from the [populace]. It is necessary to remind the reader of this, as our data for the [european populace] is a bit [dioptic (or of two views)]. We have, in one eye, the descriptor sets of the [waking populace]
just stuffed full of [outrage], [righteousness], and [global revolution] language, while in the other view, there is the [language of officialdom] that is being [pumped out] via mainstream media, and, to some extent, is showing up within the larger archetypes of the GlobalPop entity. We can easily pick this language out using comparisons to the ThePowersThatBe/Were (TPTB/W) entity, but it is important to note that it exists as it is an indictor of how much ‘support’ the TPTB/W and their power structure actually enjoys.

Much of the [shock] language within the Markets entity has cross links over to the GlobalPop entity and this includes many of the links terminating at the [populace reeling (from financial) shock]. These sets include [starvation], and [pandemic disease (and associated morbidity)] being forecast as language that will emerge over Fall (northern hemisphere) as a result of the [economic (disaster) shocks] of Summer. These [economic shocks (from point of view of officialdom)] are also being referenced at the [personal impact level] of the [european populace] as [financial shocks].

The data sets are forecasting a [general degradation] on the [european populace standard of living] of over [40/forty percent]. Stated another way, the data is forecasting a [drop in purchasing power] of the [european currency] of over [40/forty percent]. The data sets have this supporting aspect/attribute and all of its supporting sets held within the [economic shock] sub set of the [european populace] sub set of GlobalPop. The first appearance of these supporting sets comes as modelspace is progressed past the mid point of Summer (northern hemisphere).

**Off with their robes**

As the [populace] of the [client states (of the american/anglo empire)] around the world awaken to the [economic rape] of their [national resources] in the context of the [empire’s legal system], the data is forecasting that they will [throw out/over throw] the [legal system] and its [imposition (of penalties)] on the [populace] for the [excessive behavior] of their [bankers and politicians]. While the [spreading] of the [global revolution] to many new [countries] will be [reported] with [shock] by the [mainstream media], the aware observer will not be deceived and will pay very close attention to the language used by the [propagandists] as this language will be a [fore saying (foretelling)] of which [strategy] will be [employed] by the [planetary (officialdom/minion classes) bosses] against the [rising emotional response]
(to starvation and eternal crushing poverty leading to slavery]) by the populace. Soooo….when the mainstream media (propaganda shills) report that the ‘populace of so-and-so country is rioting over ‘austerity’, the aware observer will think ‘food riots’, and ‘starvation’…in spite of the efforts of the [propagandists (main stream media)] to control the speech and therefore the mind…

Three’s the Key
Some of the language forecast to be manifesting in the midst of the [pending ‘austerity/food’ riots] in a [city where you live] and [damn soon (Fall, northern hemisphere)] will be centered around the ‘divisor effect’ of the numeral ‘3’. So expect to see lots of ‘3’s appearing in the msm/propaganda reports. The msm/shill reporting will speak in groups that are inherently of 3/three numerically, there will be deliberate placements of the numeral 3 in both fore and background images, and the shills will be speaking the word ‘three’ repeatedly. This will also be true of multiples of 3/three that are significant so the aware observer will be able to pick out the ‘9’s, and the ‘21’, and most significantly, the ‘33’s. This language is forecast as part of the TPTB/W (and their minions) attempts to [control the flow] via their [dark arts]. In a broad sense what this strategy is designed to accomplish is a 3/three way split of the [populace (and/or popular mood)] in which one group is bound to the [oppressors] by [apparent need], and the other two groups are [set at each other’s throats]. In modern terms we can think of a failing empire that has a huge institutional base of ‘government workers’ that are beholden to the state, who then are in a position to ‘manage’ their own participation in a nasty depression (which favors self interest = go along to get along) if they will only tacitly (initially) cooperate in getting (group A) emotionally fixated on (group B) and vice versa. So in some countries it will be [government workers versus (religion 1 and religion 2)], or [government workers versus (labor unionists and free traders)], or [government workers versus (fundamentalists religionists and regular middle class)]. Ultimately we have seen how this game progresses, and in 2011 we will note the beginning of the progression to its conclusion which is [government workers versus (those who want to eat, and the dead)].

Bait Mate
There are several sets in support of the [global revolution/evolution] set that point to a [woman (red dress? Red hair? Red aspect?)] who is [sitting (on a)
concrete structure (well cap?) and is [acting as bait] in a [very dangerous ploy]. Among the many interesting parts of the details of this situation are those pointing to a [mathematician] being [involved] in the [creation (of the trap)], as well as a [depth (of commitment)] by the [local populace], to the [trap as strategy] approach to their [current suppression] problems. This area has a high [visibility] sub set so the interpretation is that a discussion about it will circulate around the net.

No Bakey Make Shaky

The proximate ‘trigger’ for [global revolution] has been [economic] in nature as the [end of paper money/debt based digital currencies] has progressed to the point that [food availability] has been impacted. The [increases (in currency costs)] have hit the [planetary food body (and distribution system)] simultaneously with the [increase (in earth changes) including climate], and [problems obtaining/distributing petroleum products]. All of these factors and others including [unknown energies from space] and [internal energetic reactions (in earth)] are indicated to continue to [exacerbate] the [ability/capacity] for [food production]. The net result of this will be further [global populace instability]. The [instability] within the [social order] is indicated to be [transferred] into the various [planetary political systems] over the course of Summer (northern hemisphere) and Fall. During this period of [instability transfer] into the [local political system (near you)], the aware observer will be able to note new patterns emerging in the [lower levels] of the [social order] pretty much anywhere on the planet. These new [mass behavioral patterns] are described in several ways, and while they all stem from the same [emotional source], the data indicates that several divergent expressions of this energy will manifest. In one sub set of the populace, the [new behavior patterns] will take on a [frenetic], even [maniacal] flavor, that will even prompt [visibility] in the [msm (mainstream media = propaganda press)] about the [sudden rise in OCD (obsessive compulsive disease)]. These [frenetic behavior patterns (in groups)] will be manifesting over these next few months, with something of a [visibility] break out occurring after the September equinox. Some of the [ancillary] components to the [maniacal behavior patterns] will be [amusing], and some will be [dangerous], but all will be [puzzling] to most observers. The data sets within the GlobalPop entity that support the [mass odd/maniacal/frenetic behavior] have huge numbers of cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where the termination areas are within the [sun disease] and [unknown energies from space] sub sets.
**Drift’n Off**

Yet another, and very diverse, sub set of the planetary populace will also be exhibiting [new] and [odd/out of usual patterns] behavior. This group will be a bit more subtle about it, and more difficult to detect, but the aware observer should be able to note the [drift away] populace is [forming up] by [drifting away]. Or by [announcing (to friends/relatives)] their intent to [drift away]. This [drift away] context is interesting as it is NOT the same as [leaving the country], or [emigrating], or [fleeing]. Rather the descriptors within this sub set are painting a picture of a sub set of the [planetary populace] that is [deliberately (setting out)] to [disconnect] with [developed world]. These data sets are not describing the ‘regular old doom/gloom survivalists’, nor yet another version of ‘millennial angst’. Rather, what is coming across from the data is a mass movement composed of individual decisions to [extract (oneself/family)] from the [perceived fall of civilization]. These data sets are worth reporting in that this is NOT a continuation of the ‘survivalist’ mentality, but rather is described as a [vertical separation] of [society] with people of [all crafts/skills/professions] who will individually [decide (over Summer/Fall)] that it is [time to get out]. This area is a bit confusing for interpretation as it is basically being described by what it is not….it is not another ‘back to the land’ movement, …it is not another ‘hippie movement’, …it is not yet another, well, pretty much anything from the past. The data is filled with references to this being a [new social phenomenon] that will gain [visibility] as we pass the September equinox.

Bearing in mind that the [social instability] of the whole human population of the planet will be expressing itself in the [political] context over late Summer and into Fall. That the [mainstream media (propaganda press)] is going to focus on the [political upheaval] will tend to obscure the more important, [social order change] patterns emerging, though the data does indicate that the [msm] will be [forced] to address the [changes] as they will be so [prevalent].

**Tea Crazy**

The [anglo experience], both in Britain, and as [ex-pat’s abroad] is described as a specific sub set of the [collapse and disintegration] of the [american/anglo empire] linguistic context. The data sets have had the [celtic
isle] as being a [center/focal point] of the [global revolution] meme which is described a [springing/propelling (upward)] from a [tense board/platform]. The idea in supporting sets is that the [british experience (with sudden bankruptcy)], and [currency ‘flutters’] will provide an [emotional springboard of tense (destitute)] tens of millions of [former taxpayers] from which the [revolution (against things the way they are)] will [launch]. The detail sets containing specific [britain] references spread across the entire length of the transition of modelspace within the [global revolution] sub set. Stated another way, no matter where we move modelspace ahead over these next 3+ years, if we look into GlobalPop entity, sub set [global revolution], we find new supporting sub sets that are geographically tied to [british isles] or some direct context of the [british empire (corporation world model)]. So our conclusion, absent any other aid in direction, is that over the forecastable future, the [global revolution (contention/strife/rebellion)] language set will be ‘active’ in Britain. Noting that all things in Matterium are cyclical, and based on pulsation, it makes sense that cycles within cycles within human affairs will be at play in these days of the completion of so many extra-planetary cycles. The data forecasts a [long struggle] against [oppression/repression] throughout the entirety of the [dying american dollar empire], no where more so than in Britain. Prognosis is for a [long duration (social) illness (revolution)] with a [certain outcome] following the challenges of [mass national contention (fighting and such displays as emotion as are uncharacteristic of the national british character)], [victory (for the revolution)], [contention and stress of victory], [debates (about) internal future social order].

Noting that the [british experience] of the [global revolution] meme is forecast to [grow from] the [derivatives (interlocking) failure] that will be touted as the [nominal trigger] of the [next, upcoming, great, planetary economic crisis (within the banking/warfare/corporate state model)], it is still clear that the data is forecasting the [fissuring (of the British portion of the anglo/american economic empire)] through language describing the [tearing/ripping] of the [union jack (down the) seams] and the [abandonment (of the) labor bond (system)]. Many if not most of these [anglo/british] focused sub sets contain references directly or via cross links to the [class/bloodline/economic caste system]. When combined with the more emotionally driven linguistics, the imagery points toward a [rending] of the [social fabric (tearing the flag…et cetera)] and it suggests that the [tears] will be based along the [seams (or social boundary layers, especially those of color/class/economic status)]. This period of [social adjustment (to the new
reality]) is forecast as ranging from [bad] to [worse] for everyone globally, however, there seems to be a particularly robust concentration of the [worse] elements focused on the Brits. Please also note that Brits ‘abroad’ will be needing to be aware of their ties to home. These are both conduits and tethers. The data suggests a good temporal marker for a jump in ‘phase’ of the [global revolution] meme within the [british experience] will be when the [queen’s ministers] start to employ the [ties that bind] as [ropes to entwine] the [ex-patriot community]. The data suggests that there will be reasonably high levels of [global visibility] of the [queen’s officialdom control (over ex-pat’s)] language that it will be able to be accurately used as a temporal marker. Not that it will provide much in the way of forewarning as the next jump in global revolution phase is indicated to be right on the heels of the marker.

**Rolling Panic**

The accretion patterns have brought together the descriptor sets of [panic], which has been seen extensively in the Markets entity as well as the GlobalPop entity, with the descriptor sets for [rolling/traveling]. The descriptor sets are showing a [panic feeling] that will [settle on populations] over the Summer (northern hemisphere). These [panics] will take various expressions, including [food panics], and [panics to own precious metals], or [panics to buy ammunition (here in the USofA, and in France/Italy, Russia, and some parts of central and eastern Asia)]. Further [panics] will come relative to many, and diverse [financial crises]. The data sets are painting a picture of pretty much a [daily report of panic] via [video], with just [different locations], and [reasons]. Much of the [panics] language flows in concert with the accretion of support for [dollar death], and [derivatives debt repudiation]. The impact that the [derivatives debt collapse] will have on [planetary populace] cannot be over stated.

**Mo’ Throw**

The GlobalPop entity also has data sets indicating that the [middle east], at least linguistically, is in the midst of tremendous change. The data sets would have it that the [egyptian revolution] has yet to begin. That the previous street actions will be [returning] with [increased strength] in Fall (northern hemisphere), as [economic conditions globally] take yet another [severe stumble downward]. Not only [egypt], but all across the heavily populated, and resource poor parts of the planet, the [global revolution] meme will be [active] due to the [crashing food supplies], and [hyper
inflation (specifically in food costs)]. The data sets are describing a continuing period of [social instability] due to [food prices] and [food availability] as well as [other resource constraints] that will be [forcing political games] such as [scape-goating] and [‘next’ foreign threat]. However, not good for TPTB/W (The Powers That Be/Were), the [modern communications] that are so [vital] and [prevalent] in the [global revolution] are indicted to be used by the [populace] against the [age old] practice of [divide to conquer]. In this case the [foreign invasion threat] will be [constantly hyped] using the [american forces] as the [penultimate foreign threat] to the [local populace]. We note the wry irony expressed by universe as the movements of modelspace show that *just as the need for the [american bad guy military presence] reaches its peak later in 2011, the Populace/USofA entity shows [upheaval at home] as [removing (the USofA)] as a [global threat].

**Terra**

The accretion patterns within the Terra entity as a whole have added emotional duration and impact and intensity values to the [sun] and its associated contexts in very large amounts. However, these significant growth areas under the [sun], [sun disease], [solar system changes], and several hundred other contexts are second in growth rates behind [earth changes]. Noting that [earth changes] within the Terra entity also contains [weather], [climate], and many other such [politically sensitive] subjects, and that humans think of terra as home, it is not surprising that it would be the largest growth area in the entity, given the rapid onslaught of [transforming changes] that are affecting the planet over these last few years with increasing intensity. And the general psychic impression that [more are immediately arriving].

**Damn, damn cold**

The Terra entity is confirming, via the continued growth of new supporting aspect/attributes, that the [winter (2011/2012)] will be the [most severe (extreme)] ever recorded in [most] of the northern hemisphere. Not only do the detail layers suggest [extremes] of [cold], and [long duration freezing], as well as [extreme winds], and [mid winter earthquakes] with [refugees] who will [huddle (in) makeshift tents] and [burn (the) remains (of their houses)] for [warmth], but there is a very large and growing context of [bummed out/depressed/grouchy/out of sorts/uncomfortable] that will
apparently define the ‘mood’ of most of the humans on the planet from Fall 2011 into 2012.

**Deprived Depression**

The impression coming from the detail layers accretion patterns in the Terra entity under the [earth changes] sub set is that the [weather], as well as the (soon to arrive) [flurry of news (about more earth changes)] will be [impacting] the [emotional mood] of the [planetary populace] in a [notable/noticeable] manner from the September equinox well into 2013. The data sets point to the [lack/failure/disappearance] of [regular (predictable) seasons] as being the [primary cause] of the [mass depression]. As modelspace is progressed through 2011, the [populace depression] is described as being [deepened] by the [financial (currency/derivatives) system crises], but at the center of the linguistic set is the [sun disease causing earth changes] context.

The [depression (of mood)] and [perceived reduction (of prospects)] is indicated to cause a general [sagging (of emotional spirits)] as the [weather/climate] moves in over September and October. The idea coming across is that the [northern hemisphere Summer] was [extra Summery (extreme conditions)] in terms of [sun and weather] that a very [significantly large] part of the [planetary populace] will go into [Fall (2011)] with a [deficit of (good feelings)] of such a magnitude that the [Fall/Winter 2011 (weather depression)] will still be [affecting responses (to events)] in Fall of 2012. This [degradation (of emotional view of future prospects)] and its [impact/alteration (of emotional stability)] and [outlook on (future) potentials] is described as being so [severe] as to [cause/induce large scale political shifts] over these next 20/twenty months. The [“climate change” depression] sub sets within the Terra entity have extensive cross links over to both the populace entities, and the sum total of the emotional impact and duration values show that the [climate change depression] will [drastically alter] the [course (of) human events] on a planetary scale.

**Nearly half-way**

The Terra entity is continuing to accrue aspect/attribute sets that can generally be grouped within the [earth changes] context. The accretion patterns seem to suggest that the [major arcana (of earth changes)] is about 40% complete (my conclusion based on visual impression of modelspace).
The data accrues at a pace across the September equinox 2011 to December solstice period 2011 in a very rapid pace that seems as though the [earth changes] will [mature] to some level over the [half-way mark] by the end of this year.

**Weeping Mountains**

The data sets are indicating that several [mountain ranges] around the planet are due for some [changes]. Not only will several of these ranges [reduce their height], but some are indicated to [weep (new) rivers (of ‘original’ water)]. The data accretion patterns around this area jump right out as modelspace is progresses through Fall (northern hemisphere) 2011 as the [weeping mountains] will also be accompanying [new water sources (new lakes/rivers/streams/creaks/springs)]. Many of these are within the [sudden new lakes] sub set. The details suggest that the [spitting plains] will be joined by [weeping mountains], and that the result will be [sudden (new) lakes]. There are even sets going toward the idea of [new inland seas]. The rather disturbing part is that the [new inland seas] are described as [re-wetting] and [resurrecting] some [ancient salts] such that the [new (inland) sea is [salt water] on at least one continent. Oh, forgot to mention, the geographic references for the [new inland seas] show that there will be at least one on each [continent]. This includes Antarctica.

**Subterranean Storm Shelter**

In a general sense, the [earth changes] are, as a linguistic group, providing support for the [revelations (of ancient knowledge)] sub set within the [gnosis] sub set in the populace entities. The connection is that some of the [earth changes] such as [repeated earthquakes] in some locations have sub sets indicating [revealed (old structures)]. Further sets indicate that at least one (likely south american) [volcano] is going to [rupture] in lieu of [explosive eruption], and as a result, a [nearby (underground) city] of [immense size] will be [discovered]. Nope, sorry, no mention of ‘gold’ or ‘crystal skulls’, however, plenty (via cross links) of mention of [space aliens].

**Space Race**

The Terra entity, as it is shifted along with modelspace into Fall and Winter (2011/2012 northern hemisphere), gains significant new aspect/attribute sets
in support of the [space] sub set internal to the entity. This area, as may be expected, has a large number of cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, but what is surprising is the number of new sets for the usually small [space] sub set within the Terra entity. There is some possibility that this growth in [space] focused language in this entity is a ‘side effect’ of the memeering currently on going around the [comets (elenin et al)] and Fall of 2011.

Again, curiously, one of the larger areas of growth within the [space] sub set in this last data gathering is related to the [evidence (of their) return] sub set in the SpaceGoatFarts entity. This sub set was discussed in the previous Shape report as forecasting some language about the [return] of [space aliens] to terra. Now, the Terra entity in this run has a number of new supporting sets about just that same concept. In these new data sets, a prominent feature is a focus on [race] as in ‘sub grouping of a species’ and not ‘who can get to the finish first’.

The [race (from) space] language is *mainly in support of the previously discussed [evidence for return of space aliens], however, about a quarter or so of the total support in the Terra entity for the [space race] is cross linked over to the GlobalPop entity, where most of the cross links terminate in [mutation/evolution/genetics] sub sets, OR the [solar (sun) morphing (into)?????] set. Again, not a clear interpretation at this point, and the data continues to accrue to the context as we are completing this interpretation…..

**Shake and Bake**

Even though it is a discussion of the completely obvious, we note that the Terra entity is forecasting huge numbers of [earthquakes], and [fires], as well as the [continuing flooding]. The [earthquake] sub sets are gaining support like an opera diva hooking up an underwire. And showing just about as much [quivering]. The data sets are pointing toward [earthquakes] that will [manifest] at what seems to be a [period of (intense/particular) economic vulnerability]. Further the data sets continue to pour on support for [earthquake] as [destroyer] of [economic rot]. There are many such sets that contain references to [a big earthquake] with [considerable damages] including our previously forecast [destruction of bridges for 1000 miles].
The [drought] affected areas of the planet are showing as [increasing] in [intensity] to the point of [soil death (due to excessive dry heat)]. There are also indications for actual [drought created earth fissures] of such size as to merit [visibility] in the [mainstream media globally].

While described as the [coldest], and [wettest], the [winter] (southern hemisphere) of 2011 is described as [continuing (without real let up)] until [nearly Summer (southern hemisphere)]. Further, the data suggests that the [flop] from [winter to summer] with essentially no [spring season] will cause [food crop crises] of various sorts across the [southern hemisphere] with specific focus on Brazil, and Australia, though for entirely different reasons.

We also note that [flooding] is returning to both [australia], and [south america] at levels that will rival the current [floods] in north america.

**Populace/USofA**

The [shock (of the new)] sub set is the fastest growing supporting (at the detail level) set within the Populace/USofA entity. The data indicates that [shock] will be a very key descriptor throughout June, July, and early August, then fade ever so slightly, as though going into retreat, but then, early in September, around the 8\textsuperscript{th} to the 11\textsuperscript{th}, once again, [shock] comes rushing into the primacy position as a supporting set. In the early days of Summer (northern hemisphere), the [shock] supporting set within the Populace/USofA entity is primarily focused on *only [economic], and [extreme weather/climate/flooding/tornadoes/hurricanes], but as modelspace is progressed into September and toward the equinox, the data indicates that [religious] and [political] [shocks] will also rise to [visibility] within the [msm/propaganda press], as well as the [independent/social media].

**BUST!**

As the data sets indicate that [shock] in July and August will be [dominated (by) ‘investments’/speculation] and the [busting/bankruptcy (and/or seizure?) of retirement plans], as well as the [terra intrusions damages] of Summer (northern hemisphere), it is the [unexpected] emergence of [shock] into both the [succession *(of the secret within the hierarchy)] of the [organization (of religious control) (aka vatican/place of sorcerers)] and the [shock over (manner of death)] of the [(several) religion public faces (titular leaders)] that adds [intensity] to the switch into building tension language in early September. This [death of religion chief operating officers] meme is
especially significant due to the emotional sums of the impact values and the
cross links over to the Markets and GlobalPop entities where the terminating
sub sets include [shock (due to economic collapse)], and [shock (causing
international tensions due to currency and/or derivatives default)]. These
[death of religion ceo’s] incidents are forecast by the linguistic structures to
[aggravate] and [existing (bad) situation]. The [response] by [officialdom] is
indicated to be [further/greater suppression]. For the [populace/usofa], this
will include much more in the way of [restrictions on travel], and [currency
controls (at borders/shipping)].

Whereas previous runs had indicated a minor level tipping point into
building tension language, these last two data processing efforts have shown
that the situation has changed, and there are actually 3/three sets of building
tension language from early in September through to the end of December
2011. These 3/three sets of building tension are all ‘half cups’ in the sense
that they manifest as sudden rising tension that ‘spills’ over into near vertical
drops of release language. Each of these three/3 instances of building tension
growth spill over into very rapid drops of release language. Each of these
3/three instances also is a minor level tipping point in that multiple parts of
modelspace are involved {ed note: as opposed to a complete tipping point
where all the entities participate.}. These 3/three building tension periods
each tip over, and each is larger than the last with the largest being in early
December and the ‘middle’ one being in mid November.

The data sets are replete with instances of [bust], and [busted], and
[bankrupt], and other language in the same vein. The sums at the detail level
are higher now than when the [mega corp bankruptcy wave (enron,
global…et al)] was pending. These sums include intensity, duration, and
impact value levels not seen before this last data run. The data sets are
pointing to our current period of release language as the time setting for this
[breaking of the blue chain]. This language is focused specifically on
[corporations] that [operate chain stores]. The data seems to be pointing
toward mid August as the point when the [rumors] will be [confirmed]. Prior
to that, in spite of deteriorating [business conditions] {ed note: which
usually bring building tension language}, the release language will
dominate. Soooo…just to make everything as clear as burnt toast inside a
raven, the language suggests that the [shock] component will arise when
[mega corporation] goes [blooey] in spite of [reported good numbers]. This
area is further filled with supporting sets for [shock (of) actuality]. The idea
from the detail sets is that “mega-business backed by debt and paper based
currencies” will soon meet “constrained resource reality”, and “really, really negative political climate”. The expected [chaos] of [sudden mega bankruptcy] and [planetary impact] will follow. As will our shift, albeit very briefly, into one of the remaining building tension periods in 2011.

Speaking of language tension types, the next most immediate shift will be into greater levels (dropping into the bottom of the cup) of release language. The period from July 1 through August shows as a very [contentious] time for the [populace/usofa] as [long repressed grievances] are [aired]. This is indicated by a sudden surge of [release language] associated with the [populace/usofa] that seems to cover vast areas of the last several hundred years of the social contract. As well as the [past wrongs], and [hidden crimes] that will be [brought out] and discussed, there are indications that the next few weeks will mark the maximum level of release language for this period. Thereafter we are at a plateau level of release language until the first hint of building tension language starting to dominate in September. The data suggests that due to the [grievances] and [long repressed emotions] over [compromises (forced)], will be a ‘good’ thing once we are past it, as it will [facilitate (within some groups)] a [greater willingness (to) compromise] just when we will need it this Fall. Note that this area does NOT include ‘politics’, ‘parties’, nor ‘minions’. Rather this data refers to a [melding (via contention)] of a [new force (in the) social body] of the [populace/usofa]. Hmmmm…probably better start baking pies….nothing like warm pie after a hot fight to cool emotions.

**Patriots Act**

At least part of the building tension within the Populace/USofA will be caused by the (more) [open attacks] on [segments (of the populace)] by the [government]. One of the early signs is the data accretion patterns indicating that by late Fall, the [minion class (officialdom/politicians)] will have begun a [campaign against (people) who own gold/silver]. The [new language] will be portraying such [anti-democratic] people as [hoarders], and [tax cheats], and [unpatriotic] among other labels of similar nature. The data indicates that the [slurs (and) lies (about metals owners)] will be a [preface/prelude] toward [criminalizing possession (of precious metals)]. Look for a set of ‘talking points’ that are anti-precious metals to begin among the ‘pundits’ in late September.
**Uncle Sam Squeeze**

As modelspace is progressed through September, there are several contexts within the Terra entity that have huge bundles of cross links over to the Populace/USofA entity. These bundles merge with many ‘hot’ spots of data that all have very high intensity values. While still within release language type, the intensity values of the sets accruing suggest an interpretation of a group of events or manifest circumstances which will [force] the [officialdom/federal government] into a [squeeze]. The Terra entity sets are but one of the many contexts that are indicated to participate in this [squeeze] of the [federal government]. Further, and without regard to the [final decision] made by the [officialdom], the [shock] sub set returns significantly both from the [circumstances] within the Terra entity intrusions [tornadoes], [hurricanes], [flooding], and [volcanoes], that [afflict (the) Americas], as well as from the [actions (drastic/disruptive/desperate) taken (by) federal USofA government)].

**Crash-cading failures.**

The data sets are offering a distinct [warning] of a [systems (internet? Electricity?) problem] that is forecast to emerge in a [building/growing pattern] across the [usofa] and with the potential to be [world girdling]. This [problem] is described well enough in the detail layers of shorter term value sets that the interpretation is for a [crash-cading (of) failures] that are forecast as [threatening (the) operations (of the internet et al)]. The [crash-cading failures] are described as being the result of an [accident (truck versus power pole?)(riots during solar storm debris on sub station?) (wooden shoes?)] that triggers a [chain] of [link/node failures] leading to a general [sag (weakening/bending (in the middle)/incapacity)] in the [delivery (of functions)]. The sub sets in support of this [crash-cading failures] context include many details about the [crash] including internal cross links to [rioting], and other [images of group violence] being background to the [crash] as it occurs. There are other aspects of the context equally well defined which point toward [electrical sub station] and [flippy switchy effect (cascading over load triggering)], however, there are other aspect/attribute sets pointing toward a [large scale (near continental)] emotional impact at the personal level, as well as [daily] and [continuing] personal impacts on the populace as a whole. Soooo…this makes me think of the internet being affected, though likely as a result of [electricity distribution problems]. Without regard to the cause, many of the supporting aspect/attribute sets have cross links back over to the Markets entity where the termination points
include sets in the ['investors’ (msm= mainstream media) get it about Terra intrusions as obstacles to business] group of linguistic structures. The [crash-cading failures] period adds considerably to the building tension levels of Fall (northern hemisphere).

**Fallow cube farms**

The data sets are portraying the next phase of [dollar death] as one of the most [severe], with yet more [waves of layoffs]. This next round of [firings] and [business closures] is described as including [restaurants (some large chains with global presence)], and [government organizations]. This last is very completely filled at the lexicon level and in general seems to be describing a huge wave of [reductions/downsizing] in [state (and city/local) government] that will include [desperate attempts] to [reduce obligations (especially payroll and pension)] by [reductions in force]. The [state governments] are described as [convulsing] in [attempts] to [reduce size]. Basically the idea is that as the [state governments] realize, then express, their [bankruptcy], they will {ed note: as forecast in the old ALTA series from 2004/2005}, begin to [slice off limbs]. In the current data run we have new language indicating yet more [mass layoffs]. Also, with some new strength behind it, the [reduction (of obligations/capacity)] sub set within the [state and local government] descriptor set has grown. The newly supporting sub sets indicate that the [visibility] of the [state’s conundrum] will [rise] to [msm (propaganda press)] levels. Further, that over these next few months there will be a [steady stream/river] of [reporting] about [state governments] that are [shedding (committees, panels, departments, councils…and other governmental authoritative and oversight bodies)].

These reporting of [governmental molting (to stay alive)] will be coincident with other headlines about [empty chairs]. The [empty chairs] reporting will be of a dual nature. First we will see the [empty chairs] at the [restaurant chain stores] as they [close], then we will see the [empty chairs] in [governmental offices] as they become [closed businesses].

Of course, this period of [empty chairs] and [fallow cube farms] will be following the initial wave of [derivative crash-cades]. It will, in future hind sight, be used to mark the point in time when the [greater depression] began.
**Air Tours**

The data sets are indicating that the [air tours] of the [disaster zone(s)] by [politicians] will be an [on-going] through [Summer and Fall (2011)] parade as the various [natural] and [human augmented disasters] manifest. Some interesting aspect/attribute sets arise in that the [air tours] will not be limited to [damage] caused by the [usual suspects (hurricanes, tornadoes, et al)], but will also include two new phenomena, seemingly divergent, but actually related, the [really really big sinkhole], and the [sudden (new lakes)]. This last, the [sudden new lakes] are described as just sort of [flowing out of the ground] across large areas. These [sudden new lakes] phenomena are NOT related to rainfall or rivers, and instead are described via cross links to the Terra and SpaceGoatFarts entities as being [*new* ground water] that [has to go somewhere] so it decides to flow upward, and create [sudden new lakes]. The [new lakes] are described as [arriving (with such ) pressure] as to [create images (videos)] of [water shooting from sewers/drain pipes]. The data sets indicate that the [really really big sinkholes] and the [sudden new lakes] will be a [global occurrence], but will be especially [visible] within the [USofA] over the remainder of 2011. The [sudden lakes] had been forecast in ALTA reports in 2005. These [rapidly appearing bodies of water] data sets had also been within the base of the 1309 series that had much longer term data focused on this year, 2011. In that data set we had aspect/attribute sets for [*new* inland sea] that would involve parts of Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, and Colorado. In that data set was also the first appearance of the [weeping mountains] aspect/attribute set that now is gaining such huge levels of support within the Terra entity.

**Track and Field**

The data sets are indicating that as a result of the [us dollar cratering] and [losing reserve status], the [congress creatures] will use a [foreign imposition (likely IMF or World Bank)] as the [‘bad guy’] to [impose austerity programs] on the [populace/usofa]. Against a background of [climate disaster], [food crop failures], [nuclear devastation], [infrastructure damage (earthquakes/other ground problems)], and [wide spread, persistent flooding], the data sets suggest that [congress/officialdom] will both [slash entitlement programs], and [drastically hike taxes]. The [populace/usofa] is indicated to be very [reactive], and to be [seriously pissed]. The [anger levels] are themselves so high as to have [visibility] within the [msm (mainstream media aka propaganda press)] in numerous [on air discussions]
by [pundits (shills and other assholes)] concerning just [when (will the public) erupt)]. The data indicates we will not have long to wait.

The initial [riots] are indicated to come from the [disenfranchised masses] when the [food stamp system crumbles] in late Summer or early Fall. Remembering that this is a process and not an event, the data shows [food stamp system problems] and [escalating crises] from mid July onward with very [deep despair], as an emotional tone, rising in the Populace/USofA entity almost in lock-step with the [food stamp program crises], and the ongoing [food availability crises] that are indicated to manifest from mid Summer onward. The [riots] sub sets contain language indicating that some of the [commentators (msm propagandists)] will be both [denigrating] and [diminishing] to the [people] in that they will [promulgate stories] that will [liken/compare] the [rioting desperate/hungry people] to [sports fanatics]. In the [riots as sporting matches] language use within the TPTB/W and their [minions], especially the [propaganda press], the data sets indicate that [many secrets (will be) exposed] by [injudicious slips]. {ed note: please remember the phrasing here…..injudicious slips….as it will be important as a temporal marker later in the year.}

The [riots] are described with language more suitable to [running military skirmishes] than [urban rioting/looting]. These [‘track’ (by fascist enforcers)] and [‘field’ (a city near you)] ‘events’ are supported by language painting a picture of [weeks] of [riots] and [looting], and [anti-governmental activity] that will [flare up] and then [disperse] and [re-emerge]. Also please note that the [attacks (on) energy company headquarters] and the [emergent destruction (of the building(s))] and the [release of records] will NOT be an act of [outside aggression] as will be portrayed by the [media shills].

The detail layers for the [riots] and [social infrastructure degradation] across the [continental USofA] are showing an ‘in step with’ movement between the [exposure (of) rot (in the) planetary economic system]. The accretion patterns indicate that the [government (of the usofa) minions] will be [so desperate] by early August, that all manner of [sops to the public (bread and circuses)] will be proposed to [avert national disaster]. Of course, none of them will work, but enjoy any that may come your way as this is indicated to be the [last largess] to ever come from [usofa government]. This [public bailout] movement within [dens of iniquity (congress)] is described as being an [abysmal (deep) failure].
As the [rioting] and [looting], and [criminal gang attacks] continue against the [TPTB/W, officialdom, minions, military, ‘law enforcement’], the aware observer will be able to just notice peripherally that the [drift away] social movement will be gaining momentum as the first [early adopters] (of the meme) begin to [withdraw/separate] from the [larger social body]. Some of language indicates that at least a few [msm propaganda reports] will emerge about the [drift away movement] within the [msm (propaganda broadcast media)]. Note that these stories are a very good temporal marker for the next wave of [global revolution] as well as the [terra intrusions] that will be the background to [American Revolution Part Deaux].

**Fed Bedding**

The accretion patterns are strongly suggesting via large numbers of new, supporting aspect/attribute sets, that something of a near term peak in [banksters rupturing (implosion/explosion of the financial/currency/fiscal system)] will occur over the late September and early October shift into building tension language that results in the first, and smallest of the crash-cading building tension peaks discussed in the Meta Data section. While there is a central core of [banksters going bust] in the remaining 2/two crash-cade peaks for 2011 (mid November, and very early December), the complexity of the interwoven ‘cause and effect’ forces on the language suggests that the [social chaos] forecast in previous Shape and ALTA reports will be well underway in these other, two crash-cades.

In all 3/three of the rapidly building tension peaks that crash back to release language with precipitous drops the data shows that each time, the [federal reserve criminal cabal] including their [political minions] will [suffer] from [unexpected (confusing) losses]. The [losses] are described as [exposing] the [political plotting], and [dirty hands] of the [federal bankster system]. The data suggests that during the [second] of the 3/three crash-cade peaks in mid November, the [populace/usofa] will see the first moves to [repudiate (the ‘national debt’)]. The data flows suggest that it is the first of these 3/three peaks that occurs in early October that will provide the [proof of lying (from the fed)]. Noting that the [proof of lying] will be [spun] by the [media] as being [trivial], it is still interesting to note that it takes only from early October to mid November for the [formation] of the anti [federal reserve criminal] movement to [begin arrests] and [detentions]. Also note that during this time something of a [mystery] is suggested to emerge in
[msm (mainstream media aka propaganda press)] about the [location] and [vital signs] of a very very [prominent personality] in the [international financial arena]. This [mystery] is described as being ‘solved’ {ed note: use your best Inspector Clouseau voice when reading this line} after the December solstice. The data sets are pointing toward [bedding] as the [clue] that [solves] the [mystery].

**Constant Drips**

As modelspace is progressed forward through 2011 and into 2012, a disturbing picture emerges within both the Terra entity and the Populace/USofA entity. This also affects the GlobalPop entity, and to arguably greater levels, but given the huge number of cross links and enfolded interlinked linguistic structures, it is easiest to consider the [north american] case in isolation, first.

The accretion patterns show that the [weather changes] have become [climate changes], and that these [alterations] in [usual and accustomed climate patterns] are now emerging as [permanent] relative to [human lives]. Please note….it is the [alterations] which are forecast to have become [permanent], and not the climate conditions of the moment.

The supporting layers of the [north american climate alteration] descriptor set include a very ominous reference to [constant drips (en masse)] and [flowing atmospheric rivers]. {ed note: this last is from the Terra entity via cross link}. The details suggest that a [continuous], or [constant], or [year round] shift into [flooding (via rainwater upstream)] has begun. The idea from the data sets is that vast areas of [canada] and [northern tier states (of the usofa)] are now the [nexus] for [manifesting conditions of precipitation]. This is suggested by the data to be due to [jet stream] and [atmospheric river channels] being [altered] in their [paths]. Further, the data sets in the [precipitation tendency] have a large number of cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where many of the termination points are within [hyperdimensional (frequency) geometry]. The detail levels within the SpaceGoatFarts entity are indicative of this [precipitation probability] being in part due to a [toroid segment shift].

Without dwelling on the cause, the aspect/attributes accruing in support of the [constant drips] also paint a picture of [too dry days] in other areas as the
[atmospheric rivers] are [swept by (their usual collisions with) southern mountains] and [driven north]. Both of these ‘sides’ of the [constant drips] linguistics are forecast to have [grave] and [dire] consequences.

The [dry side] of the equation is described as being [pockets] of [deep dust] and [twisted trees (vegetation)], and [thirst mad animals]. The larger problems with both the [dry] and [wet] sides of the [constant drips] have linguistic sets of [disapora] and [(stress) migrations]. In the case of the [too dry] sets, the details point to [thousands] of [animals] that will be [migrating (across) interstate roads], and [through down town streets]. This will also include [bird migrations] in [masses] not seen for [hundreds of years]. Unfortunately for all concerned, the data also suggests that nasty [insect] and [reptile] and other [pests] will also [travel away (from either too dry, or too wet)].

As modelspace is progressed forward, the data accretion patterns continue to show for [rain] causing [stationary flooding], or [permanent flooding (over second story)], or [persistent flooding (into down town buildings)]. There are many aspect/attribute sets with detail supporting that describe [campfires] in [very unlikely places] such as [roof tops], and [boats?]. Other areas suggest [stranded people] in considerable numbers {ed note: more likely after August 28}, and [flotillas (of small) boats]. It is unclear if the [flotillas] are connected with the [stranded people]. There is some suggestion in the data that the [flotilla (of small boats)] which will be [visible] in [mainstream media] as they [wind (through) city streets (eerily quiet)] {ed note: most probable a helicopter view} will be NOT involved with the same [flooding] incident as the [stranded people]. Other data supporting the [flooding] and the sub set of [small boats (in city) street (filled with) muddy water] indicates that this is very likely a ‘wide meme’ that will play out in strangely similar video taken in different locations and times across 2011 in North America.

The most recent immediacy data sets (processed 6.30.2011) are heavily in support of [breach] at the [flooding nuclear power plants]. These supporting sets are forecasting continued [containment problems] through September as a direct result of what will unfold in July.

The data sets around the [flooding nuclear plant] are filling with language about a [river (around the plant)], then a [series of head winds (low pressure systems bringing more rain)] that will cause the [animal migrations (birds...})
leave – specifically geese focused as an archetype of seasonal change in the wrong time of year), and then there is a period of [quietly dead]. Within this last set of the [quietly dead time (around the plant)] there are supporting sets for [video] from [boats] that will be [illegally floating by]. There are also sets for [broadcast (news crew)] and [danger], and [drowning], and [aggressive (authorities) incident].

Some of the more disturbing linguistic sets from the [constant drips] archetype {ed note: constant drips fill an inland sea is the total descriptor name} set include a supporting set for [removal of the capitol], and [relocating (the) legislature], and [shifting (records houses)]. This last sub set has details indicating something of a spectacular [failure] when a [boat/barge] goes [loose] and [government papers] going back [generations] are forecast to be [visible] as they [spew out (over) the floodwaters]. This set also includes support for [documents] to be [found], in some cases, [a thousand miles away] and [months later].

The immediacy data supporting not only the [flooding nuclear plants] but also the [constant drips] descriptor set include imagery that suggests very large scale, and more or less permanent, [animal relocations]. This needs to be given some emphasis as the [animal populations] can be, and will be used as [guides] to [inhabitable areas]. Further, animal population shifts will have direct impact on [human infrastructure] in a myriad of ways from [pest control] to [electrical system disruption].

The data sets indicate that not only [animals] will be [relocating] due to [constant drip], and [flooding nuclear plants]. The accretion patterns for [disapora] and its many permutations indicate that the [populace/usofa] is facing a larger [mass population shift] than had occurred with New Orleans/Gulf Coast and Katrina storm. The accretion patterns suggest that the [evacuations] and [relocations] that will begin with some seriousness within weeks of the publication of this report will still be continuing at year’s end.

**Spitz or Shallows**

The [flooded nuclear plants] sets are not limited, very bad for humans, to the [river flooding] regions. There are other sets that would seem to be indicating that a [coastal nuclear plant] will soon face a [sudden], and [shocking crisis] that will come from the [cooling water out fall] and its
[relation to sea level]. The data would seem to suggest that a [near by river/estuary] will be somehow involved in the [coast line] and [ocean level changes]. Further the pattern shows that this particular instance of [flooding nuclear plant] will relate to the [out fall piping], some [structural tubing], and [ocean levels rising] to [past pipe mouth] in an [unexpected display (of) unexplained (ocean) surging]. The [discharge pipe flooding] and subsequent [backwash] is described in absolutely horrific terms as [hundreds of tons of radioactive waters] are described as [flooding] and [washing away] the [cooling ponds BACK into the nearby human population]. This incident is also described as causing more [relocations] and it is providing support for the [diaspora] sub set.

**Splits**

The movement of modelspace through Summer (northern hemisphere) continues to accrue aspect/attributes in support of [splitting (the national delivery system)] in [half] through [terra intrusions], and [infrastructure damage] such that by the time that modelspace has progressed to just past the December ‘crashing peak’ {ed note: on the 4\textsuperscript{th} or 5\textsuperscript{th}}, the [national image] is being [repainted] nearly every day in the [msm] as it [redraws] and [discusses] the [new maps] that will be showing [today’s (currently accessible) transit corridors nationally]. The imagery coming up is that [restrictions on travel] dues to the totality of problems will present a true [horror] as the [just in time shipping system (including shipping humans aka travel industry)] is rapidly becoming an anachronism. Curiously, just as the data sets indicate that the [travel industry] as such will be [collapsing] both [nationally] and [internationally] due to everything from [nuke no fly zones] to [dying currencies] to [flooding] to [regime change] et cetera, will be just the time when many humans will be [desperately trying to travel (aka relocate)] and they will be needing experts. Hell, they will be needing [regularly scheduled transport] which will also rapidly be merging with the past and dropping from current reality. The data detail sets indicate [floods] will take out [transcontinental rail lines] as well as [transcontinental road ways] in more than one state over the remainder of 2011 and into the first 4/four months of 2012.

On another side of the linguistics, there are descriptors for upcoming [msm (propaganda press)] reports that will provide [visibility] to such things as
[how to survive (on no dollars a day)] while [traveling] or merely [living]. There will also be instances of [reports of traveler begging for food (in usofa cities) in transit at locked down transit facilities (aka formerly airports)]. There are descriptors for [reports] that will be featuring [families in transit] that will creepily echo the [oakies/arkies and whole ‘grapes of wrath’ look] from the 1930’s. Further these [families (in desperate straits) traveling] will, to some large degree, be propelled by [climate alterations], and [severely (and) out of season inclement/threatening weather].

**SpaceGoatFarts**

Some of the newly accruing shorter term data sets are pointing toward some [big revelations] about the [moon], and [its inhabitants]. The data sets involved are cross linked back over to the [hidden civilization] and, most curiously, the [outspoken acting general (high ranking officer)] who will [respond emotionally (in a) news conference].

**Eye Shields**

Other new data sets point to wide spread [social changes] that will [exhibit themselves] by such manifestations as ['slits’ (anti-uv goggles)] that will become ‘popular’ later, along with [eyelid shields (tattoo?makeup?)].

**SLV**

Yet more strange clues from SpaceGoatFarts include the aspect/attribute sets forming in support of the [species level variance]. When first encountered some weeks back, the phrasing was unclear. It has now resolved quite a bit with this last data gathering. What the data set is describing is a [range] or [continuum] within the [common consensus (of what it means to be human)] that will be [expanding] over these next couple of years. While this initially only seemed to include [personal] or [geo-political (control language)] definitions of such as [human, humanity, human rights], the data sets now include much more ‘hard’ aspects indicating that the [expression (manifestation)] of [humans] is about to [change] by [being expanded]. This [expansion] of [humanity] is multiply applicable across various levels of the lexicon. Within modelspace we see this in a number of entities, but within the SpaceGoatFarts entity it is more robustly populated with details.
The details for a [species level variance] now includes bespoke references to [mutations] {ed note: not strictly from Fukushima, also includes [unknown energies from space] }, as well as [humans (from space)]. These [humans from space] sub sets are cross linked internally to the [cousin alexi] data sets. These sets had been used to forecast the appearance on msm (mainstream media aka propaganda press) of video of a [human] who is a [close cousin (of terrestrial humans)] who has (according to the data sets) been [captive] and [is set free] or [escapes] during a time of [general social chaos (rioting/wars)]. Hmmmm…seems to be quite a bit of that going on now. There is some suggestion that the actual ‘flight of cousin alexi’ incident actually occurred last year, but that this year will be the time when the [video (of revelation of connected-ness)] is [discovered] and [released].

However, Cousin Alexi aside, the data growth for [species level variance] sub set is both unexpected and quite large. The idea coming up from many of the detail sets is that the [common consensus (of humans about humans)] is about to get a huge [expansion]. This [range of humanity] sub set at the higher levels is extensively cross linked over to, and participates in, all 3/three of the [building tension crashing peaks] of Fall (northern hemisphere) 2011.

**Break down, no head!**

The SpaceGoatFarts entity has new descriptor sets appearing that go to the idea of [breakdown (of complex biologic processes)] that had been formerly [thought inviolate/constant]. The idea coming across from the data detail layers is that [biologic processes] such as [bacterial degradation of feces/waste] will [fail] and the result will be [disaster] for many [communities] where [accidental (and) mass poisonings] will occur. Further, the data suggests that the [breakdown of biologic processes (globally)] will get some [visibility] as there are forecasts of [ msm] reports about [scientists] who will [discover] that it is the [basic solar light spectrum] that is the [cause] of the [biologic process change] here on earth. The detail layers seem to indicate that [accepted (common?) bacterial processes] will begin to [fail]. Hmmm…the horror! What! No FERMENTATION! Well….we don’t know that for sure, but it seems to read close to it…and the horror! Not only will [breweries] and [bakeries] be affected, but so will [sewer treatment plants]! Gasp!
**Planetary Farts Ahead!**

The SpaceGoatFarts entity, via cross links over to the Terra entity suggests that [large regions] of the [planet] will soon experience [planetary farts]. Like the [farts] from the Giant Mutant Space Goats, these [planetary farts] will indeed [stink], and in some cases [drive the populace ahead of the stench], but, unlike the Space Goat variety, these [planetary farts] do not drive whole solar systems to despair and suicide. But the data does suggest that the [planetary farts] will [cover large regions] as in [thousands of square miles], including [ocean surfaces], and will be [injurious to health], and in some cases is shown as causing [fainting], and [vomiting]. These [planet farts] are also associated with the [toroid gone walkabout] data sets via internal cross links.

The SpaceGoatFarts entity, in the [unknown (officially)] and [officially denied] sub sets, contains reinforcing aspect/attribute sets for the [new climate (here on earth)] sub sets in the Terra entity. The SpaceGoatFarts entity has nearly as many references to [rains] as does the Terra entity. In the SpaceGoatFarts entity [rain] sub sets there is a much wider variety of challenges for humans in that there are aspect/attribute sets for [diseases] and [epidemics], as well as [parasites]. In this last set, we also have the rather ominous descriptor set of [invasion (of exotics)]. Hmmm…perhaps the data only means [exotics] in relation to earth….

**Conclusion: The Universe’s Most Elegant Solution, and an Observation on Artificial Intelligence**

The ‘big thing’ concept slowly working its way through academia is ‘bio-mimicry’. This staggering concept is to use the accumulated wisdom of nature to guide human engineering and technology. Got a problem? See if some critter or plant somewhere has to solve near the same issue as yours, and then take a leap of inspiration from their solution. The idea being that millions of years of evolution presumably have gone into engineering the water tight ass of the duck, so hey, if we need to keep water out of something, maybe that is a good model. Just an example. We can use fish skin as another. The Inuit people, being deprived by location of most resources that the rest of the planet takes for granted, you know, like dirt,
wood, fire…that sort of thing, came up with some ingenious solutions to our
common problems. Need a rain coat for totally seriously nasty weather?
Well… how about we stitch together some fish skins and make one. Fish
keep the water out, and we have a bunch of them. Now all we need is a way
to ‘cure’ the fish skin. Of course the real problem was how to continue to eat
the fish, collect its bones (for building boats and hooks to catch more fish),
and now also preserve the skin for our rain coat needs.

Bio-mimicry, properly examined, with a wide enough view, and a good
analytical understanding of the constraints in play in any problem, is perhaps
the most efficient way to approach generating usable, nearly pre-proven
solutions. Pre-proven by virtue of the departure point being a proven,
operating solution existent in nature. Not only does bio-mimicry as a design
guide provide proven solutions, but usually those with many of the side
effects and unforeseen consequences already smoothed out. And, equally
important, an examination of the problem from nature’s point of view likely
will yield numbers of solutions, each exposing the strengths and weaknesses
of the approach. Assuming some longevity for this civilization, bio-mimicry
as a design principle promises to aid humans in totally redesigning our
operating environment. Assuming some longevity for this civilization….

Bio-mimicry can be thought of as a sub set of the concept of harmonization
with universe. In a very real sense we are harmonizing with universe when
we use bio-mimicry as a structured approach to searching for design
solutions since universe went to some trouble to engineer the solution we are
about to rip-off and claim as our own. We can take this harmonization to
another level of efficiency and power, by actively acknowledging that
universe is working through us, as individuals, within matterium, in its
implementation of a solution (to whatever problem is at hand). In other
words, by understanding that we are the paint brushes, and paints of universe
as it works within matterium on the very problem that it has presented to us
to ‘solve’.

Many designers find that this harmonization with universe approach offers
real, and practical benefits. It can save time by more easily eliminating ‘bad
solutions’ to problems. It can aid efficiency by finding solutions to the
current problem that causes fewer ripple problems downstream….and on
and on in terms of piled on benefits to the approach.
First though, as screwy as it may sound, we take the premise that universe actively wants us to find the most elegant solution possible as our operating premise. This is demonstrable by the fact that universe has presented us with both the problem and some level of desire or pressure to find the solution. That universe may have presented the same problem to others is not our issue, and we need not waste our energies developing an attitude of competition. It is, after all, just as much our universe as anyone’s, and universe gave us this problem for its own reasons. Everything else is speculation.

So, returning to our premise that universe actively wants us to succeed in finding a solution to whatever problem we are considering at the moment, we can therefore conjecture (unless universe has already proven it to you) that universe will also provide us with what clues we need to develop the solution...even if that means that first we must somehow further develop ourselves.

As an example, examine the life of this wild and crazy guy from Denmark, who, as a young man, finds his travel plans interrupted by theft and lack of resources. Being in South America, and desirous of going through the South Pacific to Australia, he sets out for the coast. He assumes that universe wants him to proceed as it had allowed him to make it thus far, sooo...he gets to the coastal region of Columbia where he stops and waits for universe to provide him the next clue on how to proceed. Plus he needed some coconut and mango pie.

He works a bit, and observes. Getting to know the locals, he is invited along to assist a group of men in falling a ‘great tree’ and building a boat {ed note: now you did not think you were going to get away without a boat story did you?}. So, he learns to make a giant dugout canoe with outriggers by helping the locals. Then he gets some of them to help him. He makes a boat and mast and sail from old sack cloth and donations, and sets sail from the Pacific Coast of Columbia destined for the South Pacific Islands...

Now noting that we are radical linguists here, please pay attention to phrases. We say that our example, Sailing Canoe Youth, was ‘destined’ for the South Pacific Islands not as a mere expression, but with intent to convey his understanding of his situation. He was neither stupid, nor a fool. He had determined that universe wanted him to succeed, and that frequently (in his past) his failures came from his inability to slow down and listen to universe.
when it was (in hindsight) quite clearly talking to him. So without compass, and most of what ‘common sense’ would tell us a fellow needs to cross an ocean, Sailing Canoe Youth set out from Columbia to the South Seas Islands.

He does succeed in reaching, and sailing through the South Seas, even without a compass. He described his navigation technique as ‘learning the clues’ to reading/following the stars and sun. And, on those frequent overcast days, he ‘taught’ himself to use his body to locate magnetic north. Further, he also taught himself to read the wave patterns that indicate ‘land that-a-way’ when out in the seemingly trackless ocean.

In reading his commentary on his voyage, Sailing Canoe Youth notes that he was sure that universe wanted him to succeed, and therefore would put those things in front of him that were necessary to his success. Being a wiser than average human, Sailing Canoe Youth recognized that basically he was ‘uneducated’ in ‘universe speak’, and that, given that his life depended on his ability to listen to universe speaking, he had better get damn good at it, and fast. Which he did.

We need to be aware that universe is not going to use a ‘narrow bandwidth’ to speak to us. Quite the reverse is actually true. Once the aware designer sets out on the harmonize with universe design ethos path, they discover that universe is constantly bombarding us with its message(s), in every possible way, and every possible media. It must, you see, as it is really really dense down here in matterium, and most of humans have taken ‘density’ as their guiding principle. Rather than reach for the potentials of lightness of expression as beings in matterium, most humans, it seems, have settled into a comfortable density. In this density of surrounding, body, and mind, even their thoughts are dense, and not easily disturbed. This is key as the dense mind, content to spiral in on its own density of expression, will not be sensitive to the communications streaming in from universe.

As with Sailing Canoe Youth, we can be all quite content that universe wants us to succeed, no matter what the situation. Therefore, it is merely a matter of refining ourselves such that we are open to the many design patterns that universe presents to aid us in our success. Again, noting that universe WANTS us to succeed at all levels, and wants us to learn to listen to it, and thus have easier time designing more efficient, and better solutions to all our life ‘problems’.
Again noting that it (the solution to any and all problems in matterium) is merely a matter of sufficiently refining ourselves that we may then see the solution as it presents itself. And that is the ONLY ‘problem’ that actually exists in universe…the ‘problem’ of learning to listen to universe speak to us…the ‘problem’ of learning to open our minds. Of course, this is real work, as has been noted for millennia, to open your mind, means you must first change your personal point of view of universe.

This is the bad news. It is real work to change your mind as this is the core of your being…it is how you relate to universe as it is THE basis for your experience of life, universe and everything. Think about changing your mind deeply enough, and you will grasp the ‘wonder of it all’. Just thinking about it leads to Lao Tzu’s observation that ‘trapped in desire, all that is visible is the manifestation, but freed of desire, all that is visible is the mystery of universe”. Changing one’s personal expression/experience of universe is such hard work that the ancient and modern taoists refer to the context in metaphor just to attempt to grasp some small part of the work involved….they called it ‘crossing the great water’. This is likely much more meaningful to the small boat fellows, who, like the ancient taoists (small boat sailors of necessity), know just how much work any passage demands. Let alone a trek ‘across a great water’.

So the bad news is that it is really really hard work to actually change one’s mind as a human. But the good news is that universe actually wants you to succeed, and is actively helping by enfolding all solutions into the problems themselves. At its core, there is only one ‘problem’ that humans will ever encounter in Matterium, their own minds….

Will power only exists when it is used…
Love only comes from expressing it…
Leadership only arises from the need of it…
The biggest obstacle to clear thinking is the most easily removed…
Once again, an example of The Universe’s Most Elegant Solution….

**An Observation on Artificial Intelligence**

It can be observed that intelligence is demonstrated in the expression of the emotions attendant with becoming conscious of one’s infinitesimal position
in the vibratory illusion that is matterium. Everything else is mere cleverness.

Thus, and you may dispute me on this, ‘artificial intelligence’ is a nonsensical term examined from any perspective. No matter the origination of the intelligence, its behavior, in order to leave mere cleverness behind, must contain conscious awareness of its own emotions, and thus the ‘universal’ conundrum. Emotions are not a sure indicator of intelligence, but their lack does betray the lack of it. Sooo…if a ‘machine’, at the time the aware observer encounters it, is expressing its emotional response to existence in the matterium in an intelligent fashion, then by its very nature, it is intelligent, and thus, there is nothing artificial about it. Of course there are the ancillary questions as ‘does turning off the power and shutting off the machine constitute murder, or would it be technicide?’, and other ethical issues. But such concerns aside, any contact with something presenting itself as ‘intelligent’, that lacks the emotional maturity of a good dog, or at the very least ourselves (humans), is likely not. Intelligent that is. As many humans take great pains to demonstrate.

There is a new memeering being floated out to see if it affects the flow of the spew. You will now recognize it when seen.

Copyright 2011 by clif high, all rights reserved…yeah, right like that is meaningful at the end of the world in the midst of a planet full of sheeple just about to start a STAMPEDE!!!